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Every time the mercury hangs about
zero for three or four days, the expenses
of New York are increased by millions of
dollars, state the Sun.
Public arul domestic economy in this
latitude is adjusted foi a winter temperature of somewhere betwee-- 20 and 35
degrees.
If the ordinary expenditures
of the people of this city are estimated
it about $3,500,000 normally a day, the
increased cost of living in extremely
cold weather is probably more than half
a million dollars a day. In addition to
this, there is an enormous loss from the
incapacity of thousands to work sX all or
to do their accustomed full day's work.
The increased cost of food alone is enormous with a fall of 20 or 25 degrees
below the ordinary winter temperature.
The most expensive foods are then consumed in increased quantities, and hundreds of thousands increase their consumption of alcoholic drinks under the
false impression that they thus keep
warm.
The consumption of fuel in zero weather is increaeed somewhat between 2.r and
40 per cen t. To the ordinary householder who heat a his own house it may be increased 50 to 75 per pent. Lone house
in the suburbs increase 'their fuel consumption in very cold weather by nearly
100 per cent.
It is impossible to estimate the wear
and tear of extra clothing in cold weather, but with all the hundred of thousands who cannot stay in doors at such
times the item aggregates a large sum.
The increased cost of local transportation, whether the power he steam, electricity or just mere horses, is a very' important item. The fuel necessary to generate increajsd power of one sort or another is one elemett of this cost. Horses
must be better fed with the most expen
sive kind of provender, and the wear and
tear of rolling stock is greatly increased.
New York's bill of repairs for the two
recent cold snaps must be greatly beyond the normal. Plumbing repair bills
alone have probably exceeded those of
the three summer months.
The waste of water alone is another
considerable item. Doctors' bills are
trebled and quadrupled for thousands.
Even the item of domestic breakage is
considerably increased in cold weather,
and there is a large loss from damage to
perishable food.
If losses of income, of production and
from breakage and damage of various
kinds be considered along with Increased
cost of living the seven or eight days of
extremely cold weather in January must
a,
have cost New York almost as many
and If the loss on sales caused
by the lessened stream of buyers from
the country be considered the bill will
be enormously increased.
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as prescribing nerve tonics, alcoholic
they do the possibility of attack when
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r rvous system.
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felt nil worn out, ami
vided by those who make women's hatHthoit
in.
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To pi its knowledfee of your own body
tended primarily for use as a weapon of
in sickness and he;;l!h send for the PeoIt is in reality a stiletto,
defense.
ple's Common .Sense Medical Adviser. A
Look of 1008 papes.
Send 21 cents in masquerading as an Innocent little hatpin. It is made of fine steel, that will
or, 31 stampa
stamps for
f"""
copy. Address Dr. R, V. bond but will not
as sharp as a
Pierce., Mi'! Main Street, Bultalo, N. Y.
needle and hardeneu at the end so that
it can be used with deadly effect as a
enables
Twelve Thousand Ton of Dressed dageer, and with a handle thata weapon
for use ae
woman
to
a
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.Heat Sent Out to Consumers
and hold it so that it cannot easily be
In One Day.
pulled from the hand.
There are two ways of holding the new
Lie enormous output of a Chicago
hatpin.
It can be held with the thumb
stockyard is well Illustrated by the fol
pressed
against
the top, or with the butlowing figures: At one of these places
ton
grasped
in
the palm of th hand.
a
alone in single day, as many as 26,000
cattle, 29,000 hogs and 27,000 sheep, or In either way it Is quit as terrible a
a total of over 80,000 animals, vrll arrive weapon as a razor, and one moreover
that cannot easily be wrested from the
in the stockyard3.
The 26,000 cattle would arrire in 1.313 hand that holds it
The method of using the new weapon
cars, and the animals would weigh
pounds, representing, dressed, to the best advantage when attacked is
tne enormous total of 18,000,000 pounds, to aim at the face of the highwayman.
or 3,000 tons of beef furnished by ChiIt is not likely that he will wait for the
cago in one day.
Wow. A woman armed with one of these
The sheep would weigh 2,234,000 stilettos, even if she has not the slightest
pounds, and would make 584 tons of idea of the rules of the dagger duello is
mutton, while the hogs would yirtd likely to do more damage in a few sec
2,616 tons of pork.
onds than a hungry tiger. The wicked
The cattle, sheep and hogs combined little blade is so small that it is impossiwould give a grand total of 12,000 ton
ble to grasp it to wrench it away from
of dressed meat distributed among the its owmer, and yet so keen is it and so
consumers of the world in one day by light that, used by a woman frenzied by
this single livestock market
fear, It is likely to be more dangerous
The meat would fill a refrigerator to a highwayman thaa a Oatling gun.
train oTer eight miles long, and the
In considering the advantages of this
animalg, as receive, would make a weapon in the hands or women, those
train of 1,887 cars, or a solid train of who advocate its use point out that
14
miles, or a solid procession of ani- every woman is laminar with its use.
mals, in single file, extending over a While the average woman would find a
distance of 80 miles.
revolver Cumbersome and difficult to
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draw from pocket or bag, the hatpin
While workmen were excavating unean be whisked out in a second by a prac
A chinos Remedy
Hydrophobia is treated in a highly ticed hand. No woman would care to be der a house in Salisbury square, Lonoriginal manner by Chinese doctors. forever plucking a revolver from her don, recently, they came upon a nearly
d
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there are times when a suspicious rhinoceros. Although the lower Jaw
liquid
or
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heated until the
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boils. The contents are then emptied
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oceros, were unearthed. It is a far
in which of the stiletto hatpins. With this in her cry
rice, called
backward to the days when Engseven cantharldes are boiled. The flies hand the nervous woman is ready for
was the home of such animals.
land
are tak-e- out and the rice is given to the the stranger, whatever his intenUons.
patient, who is to be kept quiet. The If he is an innocent man he will prob
celestials have no less than 16 kinds of ably take no notiee of the woman's ac
cough the cough from cold, damp, heat,
tion. K he is a rascal it is more than
grief, anger, fatigue, indigestion, the probable that he will mark the motive
obstinate cough, the night cough being for the act and lei the woman pass unmo
among them. Before a limb is ampulested.
tated the member is dried up by exposure
It Is an axiom with the members of the
to the sun.
police force that the woman with the
hatpin is more to be feared than an
The American ship C. F. Sav armed and desperate burglar. The rea
gent has arrived in Portland from son is that the burglar's hand could not
travel hlpward without a bullet or a
Alaska, with 40,000 cases of
club disabling his arm. The woman
aalmon on board.
with the hatpin, however, has to be
watched with lynx eyes, and even then
is likely to have the weapon concealed
up her sleeve for use when opportunity
somes. The inventors of the stiletto hat
pin had this In mind when they decided
to design a weapon that would be pe
culiarly a woman's weapon, and yet b
sufficiently deadly to do as much damage
as
the most ardent opponent or tne gen
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Pat goes to the telephone and calls up
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Mike. "Is that you, Mike?"
vice. Middav lunch 50 rents.
"Yes," oomes the answer.
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Transact a General Banking Business.
EXCHANGE ON ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD BOUGHT AND SOLD
Collections made on all points on reasonable terms. Surplus and undivided profits
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American Jr.

CAMERA
With Double
Plate Holder

$1.60

American
Cameras.
Genuinely good in

every detail. Film or
Plates as you choose.
Absolutely new models.

Our facilities enable
us to furnish cameras
of the highest grade at
prices which cannot
be met.
Send for illustrated

catalogue telling all
about our 27 styles
and sizes. Free.

4x5 POCO

AMERICAN CAMERA MFG. CO.
946 Si. Paul St.. Rochester, N. Y.

